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Abstract:
This paper focuses on the design of an intelligent,
three-dimensional (3-D) sensing system applying
artificial intelligence methodologies for quality
assurance in automated manufacturing processes. An
efficient 3-D object-oriented knowledge base and
reasoning algorithm is developed. The knowledge
base includes knowledge concerning the products,
manufacturing processes, and inspection methods.
The products knowledge base contains properties
design and manufacturing. The manufacturing and
inspection knowledge bases include various
manufacturing techniques, criteria for detection and
diagnosis of defects, and standards and limitations on
various decision-making actions. A fast and reliable
assurance of product quality may be achieved
through fault detection and diagnosis, using symbolic
knowledge processing combined with numerical
analysis of data.
Incorporated with the reasoning
algorithms, the knowledge base assists in the design
process anticipating manufacturing problems and
assuring specified end product properties. The

knowledge base is regularly updated using feedback
of the inspection results.
An inexpensive and accurate, non-contact 3-D range
data measurement system is developed. In this
system, multiple laser light stripes are projected onto
the product and a single CCD camera is utilized to
record the scene. The distortions in the projected line
pattern are due to the orientation variations and
surface curvature of the object. Utilizing a linear
relation between the projected line distortion and
surface depth, range data is recovered from a single
camera image. The surface terrain infomation may
be converted into the curvature, orientation, and
depth of the shape to incorporate into the symbolic 3D object-oriented knowledge base and reasoning
algorithms.

1 Introduction
Automatic range sensing techniques have been
intensively researched, particularly for applications in
adaptive arc and laser welding, seam tracking, 3-D
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inspection and verification, surface and volumetric
mapping, and robot guidance. Structured light
approaches offer simplicity and low cost. Various
patterns of structured light such as points, stripes,
multiple stripes, dot matrix, and grids may be
projected. Problems can arise, however, if the object
has specular reflection.
Structured light-based whole field sensing techniques
rely on low cost video technology, low power and an
absence of signature (radar). Ranges generation is
performed mainly by software, may be adapted to
different working environments or robot modules.
I

Servo-Robot manufactures four families of line scan
range sensors [l]. The M-spot and Jupiter families
feature flying laser-spot technology which enables
long depth of field (from 90 mm to 2000 mm). The
BIP and SMART families result in a very high lateral
measurement resolution (0.006-mm to 0.1 mm). The
Lasiris manufactures several models of non-Gaussian
(evenly illuminated) distinct structured beam line
with a wavelength selection from 635 nm to 830 nm,
output power of 1mW to 5OmW, and the light pattern
of parallel lines, dots, concentric circles, single line,
dot matrix, single circle and cross hair [2].
Some research has been done by Saint-Marc et a1.[3]
using a PC-based scanner with a depth accuracy of
0.25 nun; and Archibald[4] using oscillating and
rotating mirrors to swipe the laser beam over the
object. The shape from a defocus method has been
proposed by Nayar et al. [5] for a real-time range
sensor.
The speed of the range finding techniques depends on
the scanning method, signal acquisition time, and the
depth construction algorithm. The accuracy depends
on the scanning method and the camera parameter
calibration.
The resolution of the surface
measurement depends on the scanning method.
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Structwecl Light Range Scanner
The stractu
ht range scanner is based mi the
c of triangulation (Figure 1). The prfxess
of illuminating an abject from a known angte
pccifiic light pattern and abserving thc Iaternl
of' thc image to determine tho depth
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pcrwer 30 mW. and wavelength 670 nm, illuminate
the object, The Mtcrasaft Visual Basic 6.0
programnung language is used as an objected
oriented environment to develop the human irwhinc
inrerface and she Visual C++ 6.0 progriudng
language is used to develop the algorithm as B DLL

ng this principle, we can
image to obtain 3-D i
Triangulation invulves finding the linear relation
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Substituting Wuatian 2 into Equation 1, a linear
relationship between N and &can be obtained:
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Here i is the index of the individual peak point and

N

ieakrepresents the total number of peaks at row y.

The peak points are the points in between either a rise
or a flat intensity followed by a fall in intensity; e.g.,
PI,Pz,P3,etc. in Figure 4.
Step 2:
flX+ y ) - fix* y ) 2 0 and
y ) - fix y) 0
Ax
Ax
where A x = l , l S x S M - 2 and 1 S y S N - 2

Stripe

flx9

~

Locate all global valley points V i y 0
, Ii IN:i,,ez in
row y which meets the following condition; Here i is
the index of the individual valley point and N,$lq
represents the total number of valley points at row y .
The valley points are the points in between a fall in
intensity followed by either a rise or a flat intensity;
e.g., V,,V,, V3, etc. in Figure 4.
Rule Basc

Figure 3. Structure of the Fuzzy System
4.1 Center Location
Five algorithms: Gaussian approximation, centre of
mass, linear interpolation, parabolic estimator, and
Blais and Rioux detector, have been reported by
Trucco, et. Al., (1998) to determine the location of
the stripe in an image, with sub-pixel accuracy.
However, these algorithms are designed for a single
stripe in the image, and are not applicable for
multiple stripes. These methods use three highest,
contiguous intensity values around the observed peak
of the stripe to determine the sub-pixel accuracy of
the observed peak.
In the present section, a
dominate peak finding method is. developed to find
peak to represent each group of pixels, then
incorporated into the conventional algorithms, with
modification, to achieve the sub-pixel accuracy.

1) Dominant Peak Locating
First, all maximum and minimum intensity pixels
must be located at each scanning line from top to
bottom. The dominant maximum has to be identified
as a pixel point.
Step 1: Locate all global peak points

qz,0 Ii I Nit&

in row y , which meets the

following condition:
fix+ Ax*Y ) Y ) < 0 and
f l x B

AX

f(X*

Y ) - f ( x - Ax. Y )

Ax

where A x = l , l $ x S M - 2 and 1 l y S N - 2
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Step 3: After all the maximum and minimum points
have been located along each scanning line, it is
required to locate the overall dominant peak among

Rxrtlldrn

Figure 4. Artificial Intensity Histogram
all the maximum points located in Step 1. This
dominant peak then represents the corresponding
stripe group.

It is necessary to pick only one peak point and
remove the redundant data points along each
scanning line of laser strip. The searching rules
given next represent the single-peak detector, which
is used in each laser stripe group.

Check if there is any

<y

between

viy and V l which

meet the peak location criterion. If the criterion is not
satisfied then increase k until a peak is detected,
where I I i I Nied - 1 and i Ik I Nicak. If there
are multiple peaks that meet the criterion, then chose
the peak with highest intensity. Once the dominant
peak is found between the two valleys, then set index
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i equal to k and continue the search for the next
dominant peak. The dominant that peak represents
each laser stripe is found as

criteria may be applied to select the valid region of
interest: by specific location of pixel points; and by
specific intensity of pixel points.

Dpi’, 0 2 i I N~o,,,in,,nt
pent according to:

To limit the region of computation specific location

Re”,

D8.Y :4) if
y) - f(Vir, y ) > threshold
and
y)- AV,‘, y ) > threshold

ner,

(4)

The threshold value has to be established
experimentally. Two adjacent valleys have to be
located as well, which envelope the dominant peak
D e y . These are found to meet the condition in (1).
These two valleys are then set as the ROIRand ROIL
according to
y ) > threshold,
(5)
ROILr ={Vi’ InDer,y)-AVi”,y)>threshold,
(6)
De’ < V i S , m i n D e r -ViyI}

I

The regions of interest ROP and ROpwill be used
later as the right and left bounds to limit the data for
the center calculation algorithms.
In Figure 7, three dominant peaks (DP)are located as
P2.P 5 and Pi0 which represent the Is[, 2* and 3d laser
stripe groups and the region of interest (ROF ,ROf)
are found as ( V I , Vj), (V4,V6) and (V7, V I l )which
give the left and right bounding co-ordinates of the
regions of interest, representing the I”, 2”d,and 3‘*
laser stripe groups.

of pixel points, Trucco, et al. using the three, five and
seven highest, contiguous intensity values around the
observed peak. We use the q’found from the
dominant peak algorithm as presented before, as the
observed peak in conjunction with two contiguous
to calculate the center of mass,
points <-,’and
using (8). Another approach is to use R o t and ROIR
found from the dominant peak algorithm as the left
and the right bounds of the region of interest shown
in (9).

e+,’

To limit the region of computation using the specific
intensity of the pixel points either dynamic or
constant thresholds values are selected to limit the
region of interest for computation, The data points
are screened with the intensity above this selected
threshold value, as in equation (IO) below.

Consequently, it is now possible to refine the
previous algorithms to calculate the centre of each
laser stripe group independently.
4.2 Center of Mass Location
The traditional algorithm to compute the center of
mass uses all the pixel points ( x = 0 639) along the
scanning lines 6).Only one peak will be obtained on
each scanning line from y = 0 to y= 479. The weight
average is computed as

-
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Pcenter
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(7)
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0 I y IN

- 1, flx,y) 2 threshold

Linear Interpolation Approach
The approximate equation is

The image background contains a low intensity
variation signal. If all the data are used in the center
of mass calculation, then the background signals will
introduce error.
To improve the computational
accuracy, the region of data points has to be limited
to reflect the true laser stripe distribution. Two
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X= Strength of Rule 1
Y= Strength of Rule 2
Z = Max(Strength of‘Rule 1, Strength of Rule 2)
= Max(min(A,B), min(C,D))
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The center of mass is computed according to
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A gradient method is used to remove the redundant
points on each line along the x-axis in a frame. If
more than one data point lies in the same y-axis, the
point with the closest gradient to the previous
gradient is selected, and all others are removed. The
discontinuity in pixels is also removed by checking
the previous gradient

The forward and backward difference at specific
pixel location can be formulated
The following fuzzy reasoning rules are used as a
single peak detector among each laser stipe group.
Rule 1 A peak point belongs to a segment if its
intensity is not very small and not very
different from the neighborhood peak points.
Rule2 If the gap between two peak points is very
small, connect them into the current segment.
Rule 3 If a peak point’s intensity is not very small,
but is significantly different from those of the
adjacent peak points, then the peak belongs to
another segment.
Rule 4 If a segment is very short, then ignore it.
Rule 5 The center point of a peak is determined as
roughly the point with an equal distance from
the boundary valley points of the segment.
The rule evaluation is summarized as follows:
Rule 1: if A and B then Z and X
Rule 2: if C and D then Z and Y
Strength of Rule 1 = &(A, B)
Strength of Rule 2 = min(C, D)
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Figure 5. Fuzzy set for pixel intensity and distance .
Using the same fuzzy structure with different fuzzy
description, membership function and rule, the
approach can also be applied to the smpe coding and
surface characterization. For stripe code, the rule
base is summarized bellow:
Rule 1 A point belongs to a segment if its height is
not very small and not very different from
the neighborhood points.
Rule 2 If the gap is very small, group them into the
current segment.
Rule 3 If the gap is very large and the heights at the
boundary are similar then ignore it.
Rule4 If a point’s height is not very small, but
considerably different from those of the
adjacent point, then the points belongs to
another segment.
Rule 5 If the segment is very short, then ignored it.

For surface characterization, the rule is summarized
bellow:

Rule 1 If the curvature is not too large and the
direction is uniformly downward then there
may be a dent in the surface.
Rule2 If the gap between two segments is not too
large and the segments have similar height
then it may represent a hole.
Rule3 If the curvature is not too large and the
direction is uniformly upward then there
may be a bump in the surface.
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6. CQ%%flWh
A rulc-bawd approach u9as dewtoped for automated

The performance achieved by the present appruach is
summarized below:
tion (mm) 1.69Sfl.02
87.2491.01
0.44 ”L
o 7 em
0.22 mm
4 cmZhes

3-D sensing of data in manufacturing praxises.
Using a single 2-D CCB cmcra, l,?ser structured
light, and fuzzy techniques far rule-based rtccisron
making, if is porsihie 10 successfully interpret 3-D
scenery. The lateral resolution depends on the
conveying speed and time of camera capture.
c~verhesd.and bandwidth of dara transfer. A hi_
resolution can he achieved by lowering thc conveying
sped. Lower resolution. a a result of increased
profiiing speed, can be achieved hy controlling of the
numker of frames captured. The depth resolution can
bo adjusted by changing the wnrking height, hut
higher depth rcsolution results in a towcr profiling
rate. We. will also focus: on the tearnin
fur tuning of the pmmeters of fwiy lagic decision
systems, and solutions fo the occlusion problems.
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Figure 7. Exampies.
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